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Presentation and Topic
Question

Mean Average
Population

Mean

The delivery of the session content was consistent with the session description and stated learning objectives.

46

5.72

The delivery of the session was well organized.

46

5.87

The format/design of the session facilitated learning.

46

5.80

I would recommend this session topic to a colleague.

46

5.83

I will be able to apply the knowledge and skills learned in this session to my job.

46

5.72

Overall, I was satisfied with the content of this session.

46

5.83

Average

46

5.80

Jon Petz
Question

Mean Average
Population

Mean

The presenter used the time allotted for the session effectively (e.g., presentation, discussion and interaction).

43

5.95

The presenter''s energy and enthusiasm kept the participants actively engaged.

42

5.98

The presenter knew the subject matter and provided information that was relevant and beneficial.

43

5.95

The presenter was responsive in answering audience questions.

43

5.88

I would recommend this presenter to a colleague

43

5.88

Overall, I was satisfied with this presenter.

43

5.88

42.83

5.92

Average
Comments

If you have any feedback on the session topic or the session in general, please provide your comments here. You will have an opportunity to
rate and comment on the speaker(s) later in this brief survey.
Best session at the meeting! Engaging and entertaining! I wish he had more large meeting advice
By far, the best session I've ever attended at a conference - material delivered in the most unique and engaging way I've ever experienced.
Engaging, informative, energetic, fantastic!
Excellent session.
Great energy and great message
Great speaker!
He was awesome! Would love to have him as a guest speaker!
humour is a fantastic way to get your point across and Jon is hilarious! loved this session and came away with a lot of value!
I appreciated this approach, both in in the logistics and how the presentation was built.
I thought that this session was very informative and interactive. This session kept you engaged, and definitely wasn't boring to say the least. Great session
and would seriously reccommend this session to another person.
Jon Petz is a gifted presenter. As someone who is always campaigning for meetings to be more interactive and less Power - Pointy, it was excellent to see
a kindred spirit demonstrate an engaging session so well!
Jon was truly amazing presenter and the content and the messaging for this session was delivered in such an entertaining way. I would consider hiring him
to present this session again to my company.
My favorite session I've been to in a long time. Amazing energy and engagement. Would have liked to have seen a longer presentation perhaps. Hope you
can bring him back.
Speaker was very entertaining and learned a lot about how to present to an audience but in most cases event people are not presenting to audience
directly but working with presenters and attendees. I would have like to see some ideas around how to title your presentations to increase attendance or
more ideas around how to setup the meetings to be more engaging and compelling; music in beginning, setup of room..etc.
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This meeting was anything but boring!
This session was entertaining and educational at the same time. I enjoyed the humor combined with the tips for good meetings.
This speaker was energetic, entertaining and refreshing! I look forward to having him at a local chapter meeting.
This team of presenters are fabulous and exemplify how to educate and engage. I hope they will be presenting in St Louis.
This was one of only a very few sessions worth even showing up for.Overall, education track for me very lack-luster.
If you have any feedback for the presenter(s) that would make their presentation more effective, please insert your feedback here: (Jon Petz)
Again with the session Jon was great with getting the audience involved. I would recommend many other sessions that he would do, since I believe he will
keep his audience engaged in any setting he was working with.
Amazing Session! I learned alot!!!
Awesome!!!
Best session I attended at the 2011 WEC. Please be back for 2012 WEC.
BEST SESSION OF THE CONFERENCE
Fantastic! Bought the book! Very well done. He provided just enough information to entice me to read the book. Almost half done already.
Great ideas, I am buying the book.
Great presenter!
Great presenter. Should have had him for a keynote
He's a must have for chapter meetings (Potomac - please). A fantastic presenter.
Jon did an amazing job facilitating this session. It was high energy and very interactive.
Jon got his point across well and gave great examples for what people should do to keep thier meetings from falling into a boring rut.
Jon was fantastic and thoroughly engaging. Would recommend for future groups.
Loved the point about timing of meetings - I completely agreed with everything. I look forward to my next meeting where I get started right on time, even if
no-one else is there!
No improvements needed - Jon did a fabulous job.
The only thing I would say is for the presenter to stop pushing his book, was a little over the top in the hard sell to audience but I do look forward to reading
it and bought a copy...just don' t be so pushy
This guys a "firework"
This was one of the most memorable presentations I've seen in a long time. There were many takeaways that I can use immediately to improve my job
performance and my conduct as a volunteer leader. More than simply pulling out a repertoire of amusing tricks, each of them demonstrated an important
concept. I left with two pages of notes and some soreness from laughing and smiling throughout the session.
Tough to say anything I would change. He was great on stage and as a speaker - it was awesome to have the entertainment approach as well later in the
conference - people will rolling in the aisles which was so much fun. Like me, I'm sure it lifted the spirits of everyone in the room to a new high.
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